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Background

Both Monroe And Wyoming Counties have managed their 

guiderail inventory in paper forms for many years

Monroe County first mapped their guiderails by using the center 

lines and creating an estimated layer

This layer was a good representation but difficult to update and 

not entirely accurate

Wyoming County used a Paper Map from 1961 that was marked 

up.  

Both counties wanted a condition assetment for each guiderail



Background

Monroe County is a more Urban County with the City of 

Rochester located within it

Population of ~750,000

Cell reception is not an issue so a Live ArcGIS collector app 

would work

Wyoming County is a Rural County

Population of ~42,000

Poor Cell Reception



Monroe County Guiderail 

Mapping 2005-2016
The first attempt at mapping the guiderail in Monroe County 

was due to the pesticide notification law that Monroe County 

Passed

They needed to create a list of neighbors located adjacent to 

guiderails to mail when the would be spraying herbicide

The process involved taking their table and the GIS Centerline 

file, making sure the naming conventions matched and 

creating a route layer against it

The Centerline file was heavily edited and had to be separate 

from the master which caused issue with updates







The Model for Converting 

Table to Features



Mapped Guiderails 



Issues With the Route 

Method
It is based on mile points based on where the 

jurisdiction of the road is recorded

Some roads have changed jurisdictions since the 

database was created, but the database did not 

update the mile points

Some roads change towns, but not jurisdictions

Also set to a fixed offset to the road which may not be 

correct



Wyoming County Guiderail

In Wyoming County they managed their bridge and culvert 

data using a paper map (no true guiderail layer)

This map was from 1961 and had hand drawn locations with 

numbers

I tried to do feature extraction on the map to place points for 

the markings but that was more difficult because of the age 

of the markups

It served its purpose for a while, but to improve their asset 

management they needed it into a GIS 







GPS and ArcGIS Collector - Lessons 

Learned from ArcGIS Collector in an Urban 

and Rural Environment

For both of the projects we used ArcGIS Collector 

Smart Phone GPS units work well, but having higher  

accuracy beacons would help with speeding up the 

process

GeoForms are not usable for a rural environment for 

field collection, but they have their purpose to fill gaps 

if needed where you have connectivity



ArcGIS Collector

We used for both projects ArcGIS 

Collector on iOS and Android

When we did Monroe County there 

was a bug on Android that 

prevented us from using it (our work 

around is in the following slide)

It has since been fixed

We designed a feature class for 

guiderails and features without 

guiderails to be captured in the field

Wyoming County was done entirely in 

Collector and it was setup to run 

offline
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GeoForm

Due to a bug with ArcGIS 
for Collector during the 
summer of 2016 we had 
to use a GeoForm to have 
domains 

To get around the 
limitation of a GeoForm 
being only a point feature 
we used two points and 
connected the lines using 
ArcGIS Pro



Tile Packages

For Wyoming County, instead of 

using the base maps from ESRI, 

we created custom base maps for 

each of the teams

It displayed the important 

information such as County 

Roads, Streams, and NYS Aerial 

Photos 

The Custom Basemaps were 

loaded through iTunes or the 

Android File System to ArcGIS 

Collector and was really quick in 

the field



Comparison Between 

Urban and Rural Field 

Mapping
In the rural environment cell reception was poor so 

offline was a must

In order to be offline all important information had to be 

included in either a basemap or within the layers

Urban Guiderails had a lot more jurisdictional work than 

the Rural Guiderails 

Guiderails over state roads or the canal actually are 

the jurisdiction of the state and not the county



ArcGIS Online, ArcGIS Pro, 

and some ArcMap
To make editing easy we used ArcGIS Online and ArcGIS Pro

One Issue is that ArcGIS Online’s main interface has a 2GB File 

Geodatabase Limit, to work around that you need to go to the 

feature service and create a FGB replica that you can then 

download

ArcGIS Pro’s ability to display and edit ArcGIS Online was a great 

asset

ArcMap was used for some scripts to extract and add attachments 

back in, attribute transfers from existing layers, and for the spatial 

joins of traffic, speed, and accident data



Web App for Real-Time 

Updates



Editing the Data

Both projects required data to be editing in a desktop 

environment.  

Monroe County first had to have Guiderail segments created and 

then adjusted to the shape of the segment

This was due to the 2 point collection workaround for ArcGIS 

Collector in Android

Wyoming County required cleanup against the aerial photos to 

clean the GPS data

In both scenarios we used ArcGIS Pro for the edits and to 

maintain real-time updates



Editing with ArcGIS Online



Editing Using ArcGIS Pro



Videos
For Monroe County we collected Dash Cam Videos of each 

segment

The videos were put into a table and then added using the 

Add Attachment Geoprocessing Tool



The Reports

Besides the GIS data, each county got a condition report 

based on the field work

The conditions were weighted averages of certain fields and 

easily updatable through a geoprocessing toolbox within the 

geodatabase

The reports also included a listing of priority guiderails that 

need work and which ones are in good shape

One thing that was interesting to integrate was the accident 

data



Accident Data

This was a point layer for the 

past 5 years

There was a lot of data so this 

is this query that was used to 

get the important accidents

Then the selected data was 

related to the guiderail 

locations so we could show 

where guiderails had been hit 

and areas where guiderails 

were needed



Accident Data



Conclusions

Tile Packages and Offline Collector improve your field 

results in both scenarios by improving speed of data 

collection

Make sure domains are set and being used

Attachments are easy to use and make sure they are 

so they can aid in future inspections or field data 

editing
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